Joyce C

Hensin Tsao

2 reviews

2 reviews

3 months ago

Steve came out to do a regular service or our
air conditioner today. He is pleasant,
professional and courteous. He found an
issue with the unit and even went back to the
shop to get the parts. He didn’t leave us to just
heat up. We are so happy and grateful that
Accurate has employees that are willing to go
above and beyond. Thank you so much.

2 months ago

I had a wonderful experience with Steve Oskirko
from Accurate. He took the time to explain
things to me, acted professionally at all times
and was respectful of our COVID concerns. I will
deﬁnitely be signing up for their annual
maintenance program.Great job!

Brad Lackey

Pamela Luther

3 reviews

24 reviews

3 months ago

Steve actually arrived a little early and was
very personable and professional.
Above and beyond explaining how the system
operates,what to look for and exactly what he
would do and exactly what he did.
Top notch service, deﬁnitely recommend.

2 months ago

Excellent technicians. Professional, friendly,
polite and knowledgeable. Explain all activities
in detail. Recommend any repairs needed as
well as estimated cost. That are the best.

Lucy Stanley

Diamond Panda

1 review

12 reviews

a week ago
Jaycob came in to do annual maintenance on our
HVAC system. He was very friendly, professional, and
answered all our questions. Very pleased! Thank you!

2 months ago

Technician arrived within designated time and
quickly diagnosed and repaired the AC. He was
also very personable and professional.

Eric Stevens

erinln

1 review

2 reviews

9 months ago

My heat stopped working unexpectedly during
this recent cold spell. Accurate was the only
company that could come out on the same
day. They text before arrival with photos of
the technicians which I appreciated. The
technician Jakob was so professional and
thorough with determining the issue. He
ensured my heat was working until he and the
manager could come the following day, when
they were able to resolve it completely. I am
so grateful for the responsiveness and follow
up. Thank you Jakob and James!

8 months ago

My heat stopped working unexpectedly during
this recent cold spell. Accurate was the only
company that could come out on the same day.
They text before arrival with photos of the
technicians which I appreciated. The technician
Jakob was so professional and thorough with
determining the issue. He ensured my heat was
working until he and the manager could come
the following day, when they were able to
resolve it completely. I am so grateful for the
responsiveness and follow up. Thank you
Jakob and James!

Jeff Schweitzer

Steven Wych

9 reviews

1 review

9 months ago

The furnace at my oﬃce stopped blowing hot
air on a 40 degree day. I called numerous
place that couldn't assess the situation for at
least a week. Called Accurate and they said a
tech could be out in a few hours. The tech
actually came before that time frame. Got us
up and running, heat blowing and ﬁxed the
issue. Very courteous and professional and
the text/email updates are great! Would highly
recommend this company to anyone looking
for services!

Contact us:(508) 290-0320
Location:120 Grove St Franklin, MA

11 months ago

We had an annual mini-split tune-up done. Beth
(the oﬃce manager) is excellent and it was easy
to set up an appointment. Beth also kept us
updated regarding arrival times, which was
quite helpful. The techs, John and Jake, were
fantastic. They both wore masks which made
us feel comfortable, gave special attention to
keeping things tidy, were very polite/friendly,
and made sure all concerns were addressed.
Impressive service!

